The Oseen problem in a viscous fluid is formulated for studying the transient free-surface and Marangoni waves generated by the impulsive motion of a submerged body beneath a surface with surfactants. Wave asymptotics and wavefronts for large Reynolds numbers are obtained by employing Lighthill's two-stage scheme. The results obtained show explicitly the effects of viscosity and surfactants on Kelvin wakes.
Introduction
This study is concerned with the transient surface waves generated by the impulsive motion of a submerged body through an incompressible viscous fluid. The surface waves are commonly formed in two different types: free-surface waves [1] and Marangoni waves [2] . Free-surface waves imply that the effect of surface tension is insignificant, while Marangoni waves imply when the effect of surface tension is significant due to contamination of surface-active material called surfactant.
Lord Kelvin [1] ignored the surface shear stress and developed a theory to determine the kinematics and dynamics of the steady free-surface waves generated by a moving body with constant velocity in an inviscid fluid of infinite depth. He found that the steady free-surface wave pattern consists of a series of so-called diverging waves and transverse waves. The diverging waves spread on each side of the moving body at an acute angle in relation to the body's moving direction, whereas the transverse waves move in the same direction as the moving body. The two wave systems intersect along the so-called "cusp locus" on both sides of the moving body. The angle between this line and the body's moving direction can be calculated as ' In the real ocean environment, the surface waves are complicated by the contaminant of surfactant due to Marangoni effect [2] , which is a phenomenon of liquid flowing along the surface from places with low surface tension to place with a higher surface tension. The surfactant concentration varies with the motion of the surface, causing a surface-tension gradient that must be balanced by a non-zero surface shear stress. In the present paper we adopt an analytical approach to study the transient interaction of impulsive motion of a submerged body with a contaminated surface, and the consequence in terms of transient Marangoni waves. We are interested in the effects of viscosity and surfactant on a point force moving beneath a surface covered with a viscoelastic film of negligible thickness. The point force solution can be used to construct solutions for a submerged body of any shape.
Governing equations
We consider a point force submerged in a viscous incompressible fluid that occupies initially the lower half space 0  z in a Cartesian coordinate system. The point force is located at a distance 0 z below the surface of the fluid, being suddenly started from rest and made to move with uniform velocity 
. On the surface, the tangential stress balances the surface-tension gradient induced by the surfactant and the normal stress has a jump proportional to the surface tension and mean curvature. On 0  z we linearize these surface conditions [6] together with the kinematic boundary condition to yield
The fluid velocity and pressure vanish at infinity, 0 * , (1) for an unbounded fluid is given by Shu & Chwang [7] as
Now let the entire solution be written as
. To reduce the number of variables involved, we represent the motion as a potential flow plus a rotational flow. Thus, we define two new functions  and
such that
subject to the conditions 0 ,
. By means of the Laplace transform in t , the Fourier transforms in
x and y  
 
it then follows from equations (5) that A and B must satisfy
We can express surface condition (2) in terms of
where superscripts   A and   B denote contributions by the potential flow and the rotational flow respectively, 
and
The solution for the Laplace-Fourier transform of the vertical surface displacement  may be expressed as
Wave asymptotics
The problem posed here is that of finding the far-field asymptotic behaviour of surface waves, To obtain the leading terms in the far-field asymptotic representation for small  (large Reynolds number) and small s (large time), we shall employ Lighthill's two-stage scheme [8] , which in essence involves calculating the  -integration by residues [9] and the R -integration by the method of steepest descent [10] .
For the first stage of Lighthill's scheme, we consider the roots of the pole equation
. 
The sextic equation (26) cannot be solved by rational operations and root extraction on coefficients.
For small  , the root 3
